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DEPT: LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

By: Kate Spatafora
This industry is always changing — new
products and services are continuously
being developed, headlines broadcast the
newest trends hitting the market, and
businesses strive to stay a step ahead of
their competition — and it is all these
constant advancements that keep the
wheels turning for F&I product providers
and administrators.
Our lead story, beginning on Page 6, offers an inside look at the merger of two
powerhouse technology providers. In
February of this year, F&I Administration Solutions and StoneEagle Inc. joined
forces to create StoneEagle F&I. P&A
spoke with StoneEagle F&I’s CEO, Cindy
Allen, and David Trinder, formerly F&I
Administration Solutions’ CEO and now
an SEFI board member, to learn about the
merger, the 10-year courtship that led to
it, and the company’s plans for the future.
In case you missed the 2018 P&A Leadership Summit, reinsurance experts
Richard Irvine of PwC, MarksNelson’s
David Kaseff, and Greg Petrowski of
GWP and Associates, teamed up to get
attendees up to date on how the industry
has changed following the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017. Turn to Page 10 for another chance to get up to speed on how
providers, administrators, and dealers all
need to examine their structures to proactively respond to these changes.
TrueCar CEO Chip Perry was also in attendance at the 2018 PALS and delivered
a compelling keynote on “The Future of
Transparency in Automotive F&I.” As an
industry, we are aware that as technology
continues to advance, consumer preferences will continue to change with it. But

what is your business doing to keep up
with the changing times? Check out Page
14 to read the advice and strategies Perry
shared with attendees to help them move
forward with the push for a more transparent car-buying process.
Fewer new cars won’t break F&I, says
DAC’s Kristen Gruber. The 25-year industry veteran knows that a decline in newcar sales is inevitable after the past few
years of record-breaking sales and this
change will offer both challenges and opportunities for dealers and agents. Gruber offers four pointers, on Page 18, that
will help product providers, help their
dealer and agent partners.
Resident compliance expert, Terry
O’Loughlin of Reynolds & Reynolds
Co., stresses the importance of understanding dealership documentation.
Car dealers may enter into hundreds to
thousands of contracts on a monthly basis. As a P&A executive, do you have the
contract knowledge you need to ensure
your dealer clients are staying compliant?
Check out O’Loughlin’s article, “Arcane
Issues and the Nature of Contracts,” on
Page 20.

Before I sign off, I want to share some exciting news: For the first time, the 2019
Industry Summit, along with P&A Leadership Summit and Compliance Summit,
will be held in New Orleans! Join us Nov.
4–6 at the New Orleans Marriott, and in
the meantime, we are accepting suggestions for topics and speakers and would
love to hear from you! Please email me at
kspatafora@mgigmedia.com if you have
any ideas to share or for information on
sponsorship or exhibition opportunities.
I look forward to hearing from you!

– Kate Spatafora

On Page 22, for this issue’s Meet the
Executive interview, P&A had the chance
to catch up with The Impact Group’s
COO, Garrett Thorpe. Striving for success within the company founded by his
father in 1988, Thorpe shared with us his
journey from weekends spent in dealerships as a child to taking on the role of
COO, the evolution of F&I technology,
and how The Impact Group is keeping up
with the fast pace of change.
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At the 2018 Industry Summit, Axiom’s
CEO Michael Reth, presented the company’s latest technology solutions during the first-ever Technology Challenge.
Following the event, Reth shared his
thoughts on what makes Axiom stand out
from the competition, why they participated in the challenge, and what the company plans to do next. Flip to Page 28 to
read all about it.
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Photo courtesy Ford Motor Co.

STONEEAGLE F&I INTEGRATES
WITH F&I EXPRESS

The collaboration was designed to improve the car-buying experience
for all parties involved — including dealers, aftermarket providers, and
consumers — and enable the F&I Express provider network to reach
StoneEagle F&I’s client base of more than 5,000 dealers throughout
North America.

Photo by rawpixel.com via Pexels

FORD NAMES MAXIMTRAK
PREFERRED F&I MENU PROVIDER

“We have a deep respect for the StoneEagle F&I team, and how they serve
their dealers and partners in our industry,” said Gary Peek, vice president
and general manager of F&I Express. “The relationship allows F&I Express to extend our solutions to more dealers so that we can help them
increase sales, efficiencies and customer satisfaction — all adding up to a
better, more profitable car-buying process.”

WAYNE, Pa. — F&I technology provider MaximTrak (div. RouteOne) was
named a preferred provider to Ford Protect, a provider of extended service plans, the companies announced. MaximTrak will provide Ford dealers across the country with F&I menu and reporting technologies, including the company’s interactive FLITE platform.
“We are honored and excited to have the opportunity to service and support Ford Protect’s dealer body,” said Jim Maxim Jr., president of MaximTrak and chief digital officer for RouteOne. “Our company is uniquely
positioned to provide the absolute best service available in the industry,
with over 30 dedicated field professionals that already support the 3,000plus Ford dealers with credit application and electronic contracting today.
“Providing an integrated F&I experience and next-generation technologies to customers like Ford Protect is one of the reasons we brought
RouteOne and MaximTrak together in late 2016,” Maxim added. “We are
very excited to be able to leverage the significant investments that our
RouteOne owners have made in MaximTrak.”

“It opens new opportunities for our dealers to
provide their customers with more choice and less
frustration by using a seamless, digital F&I process
for aftermarket products.”

Executives said Ford dealers that enroll will get the benefits of a streamlined econtracting process. The products the consumers select on the
MaximTrak platform will automatically be available for signature in the
RouteOne econtracting system which now features a unified customer
signing ceremony for Ford finance, lease, and protection product agreements, according to the announcement.
“We look forward to working with MaximTrak as a preferred provider for
Ford and Lincoln Protect dealers. MaximTrak’s digital solutions and connections with RouteOne create a streamlined and integrated experience
to support a dealer’s F&I processes,” said Steve Lopez, U.S. operations
manager for Ford & Lincoln Protect.

VISIT WWW.PROVIDERS-ADMINISTRATORS.COM FOR UP TO DATE INDUSTRY NEWS.
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CornerStone United has released a new
series of service contracts designed
specifically for oft-excluded units, including such commercial vehicles as
the GMC Savana cargo van.
HICKORY, N.C. — F&I product provider CornerStone United Inc. has launched Xpanded,
a new series of vehicle service contracts designed to cover a wide range of pre-owned
vehicles. Examples include electric vehicles,
high-mileage units, commercial vehicles, and
vehicles with suspension or performance
modifications.
“We are excited to add one of the most competitive and comprehensive programs in the
industry,” said Adam Payne, CornerStone
Marketing Director. “The Xpanded Series features a wide range of options at very competitive prices, affording coverage for typically
excluded vehicles and customers.”
Rounding out CornerStone’s Xtended Auto
lineup, the Xpanded Series enhances CornerStone’s ability to meet the needs of both franchised and independent dealers with greater
benefits and fewer exclusions or surcharges.
The Xtended Auto series helps drivers avoid
the costs of unexpected repairs with a variety
of options including those for exotic, modified, and electric vehicles, among others, all
according to the announcement.

SAN JOSE, Calif. — Analytics software and credit-decisioning solutions provider FICO has released its
2019 Global Consumer Survey of Vehicle Finance Perceptions. The wide-ranging study included 2,000
recent auto loan and lease consumers in the United States, Canada, and Mexico as well as the UK, Australia and New Zealand, Chile, Germany, and Spain.
The authors’ stated intent was to gauge perceptions of the auto finance industry amidst numerous seismic shifts, including the rise of digital sales and F&I platforms and alternatives to traditional vehicle
ownership.
They found that, despite those disruptions, auto dealers around the world — and particularly in the
U.S. and Canada —
are holding their own
even as consumer-facing options proliferate. Canada leads the
world in dealers’ share
of the auto finance
market with 66% of all
loans in 2018, trailed
closely by the U.S.
at 63%; both sit well
above the global average of 56%.
Photo courtesy FICO

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

DALLAS — A new partnership gives dealers using StoneEagle F&I’s SEcureMenu digital access to F&I Express’ network of more than 160 aftermarket product providers and take advantage of F&I Express’ erating and
econtracting solutions, the companies announced.
“The StoneEagle F&I integration with F&I Express is a huge milestone
because it enables our dealer clients to provide their customers with fast,
easy access to every major product provider,” said Buddy Rosenberg, senior director of product innovation for StoneEagle F&I.

Ford dealers will have access to MaximTrak’s electronic F&I
menu, reporting solutions, and econtracting process as part
of a new partnership.

US, CANADIAN DEALERS STRONG AS DISRUPTORS
ADVANCE IN GLOBAL AUTO FINANCE REPORT

CORNERSTONE
LAUNCHES XPANDED
SERIES

For dealers, “It’s good
news overall,” said FICO’s senior manager
of solution marketing, Mica DuBois, in
an interview with F&I
and Showroom. “While
online is gaining traction, dealers are still
the No. 1 channel.”

Canada (66%) and the U.S. (63%) both exceeded the global average of 56% of surveyed consumers who said they acquired their
most recent loan by applying at the dealership.

The same is true
worldwide, where car buyers applied for loans online at a 16% clip, led by Chile at 24% and Australia at
20%. In Australia, only 50% of originations were initiated by dealers; in Chile, dealer-arranged financing
accounted for only 39% of new auto loans, by far the lowest score among the nine nations surveyed.
U.S. consumers also listed the dealership as their first choice (40%) for their next auto loan, followed by
an outside lending institution (32%) and applying online (28%). Remarkably, 58% of Canadian consumers said they would start their next financing journey at the dealership, far outpacing those who plan to
go online (17%).
To retain their still-dominant position in the auto finance market, dealers in every market may wish
to focus on reducing “friction” throughout their instore processes, said Ken Kertz, senior director of
FICO’s auto and motorized division.
“Many lenders feel we’re only three to five years out from going fully digital,” Kertz told F&I and Showroom. “The theme we hear constantly is consumers want less choice, not more, so making the process
simpler and driving out some of the friction will build clarity and trust in the purchase.”

VISIT WWW.PROVIDERS-ADMINISTRATORS.COM FOR UP TO DATE INDUSTRY NEWS.
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By: Tariq Kamal
Cindy Allen and David Trinder reflect
on the 10-year courtship that led to
the merger of F&I Administration
Solutions LLC and StoneEagle Inc. and
offer an inside look at the transaction,
the discussions that preceded it, and
the new company’s future plans.
On Feb. 19, the P&A world learned that
two of its leading technology providers,
F&I Administration Solutions LLC and
StoneEagle Inc., had merged to form
StoneEagle F&I. In the announcement,
the former competitors claimed a combined annual tally of 8 million transactions for 85 F&I product administrators
and a network of more than 10,000
dealerships.

Inside the Merger
That Created
StoneEagle F&I

The competition between the companies goes back 10 years, when David Trinder and Kumar Kathinokkula
bought the SCS Auto platform from
Dealertrack and founded F&I Admin.
Cindy Allen helped build StoneEagle
into a powerhouse alongside Brent Allen (her husband) and his brother,
Bobby Allen, whose family founded the
company in 1987. Cindy returned as
CEO in 2017 and will continue in that
role with StoneEagle F&I, Kathinokkula will serve as COO, and Trinder and
Brent Allen will be board members and
executive directors.

“Brent, David, and Kumar have long been friendly competitors,”
Allen adds. “Keeping in touch is important. And our serving
similar clientele sets the stage for both groups feeling the same
kind of pressure and triumph. … After we would sit down, have
a conversation, and peel another layer
off the onion, we would walk away saying, ‘That was remarkably natural. We fit
really well together.’ And that became
more and more apparent.”
Allen recalls the first “serious” talk of
a merger began two or three years ago.
The decision to join forces was made in
mid-December and completed in short
order.
“Eight weeks, with most of that time
spent on due diligence,” Trinder says.
“It’s been remarkable how easy a lot of
the decisions have been. Cindy is CEO,
Kumar is COO. All of that really fell into
place. We didn’t hit any roadblocks, and
I think that’s testimony to the relationship we have built over the years. We are
remarkably similar in how we think.”

Cindy Allen will continue in her role
of CEO for StoneEagle F&I.

P&A caught up with Cindy Allen and David Trinder to get the inside scoop on
the merger and the course they have set
for the new company.

“I thought, ‘Ugh, darn it,’” he says now.
“I have a lot of respect for Brent and the
whole team, but I knew Cindy has some
special qualities — the way she thinks,
very determined — and I knew her rejoining StoneEagle would make life more
difficult for F&I Admin. And now that
I’ve gotten to know her, I was right.”

An Easy Decision
Allen and Trinder agree that, as mergers
go, the transaction that created StoneEagle F&I was fairly easy to complete.
One reason is the fact that no money
changed hands and no facilities closed;
no moves are planned for the teams of
50-plus associates working at the former F&I Admin’s Chicagoland offices or
the former StoneEagle Inc.’s Dallas-area
headquarters.

Life Just Got
More Difficult
Allen returned to StoneEagle as CEO in
October 2017 after serving in executive
leadership positions with American Express Global Business Travel and GDSX
Ltd. (now Concur). Trinder makes no
bones about his reaction to the news.

“When you see your competitor consistently knock down deals, closing
business with one company right after the other, you have to sit up and
take notice,” Allen says of Trinder and
Kathinokkula. “The F&I Admin system answers a really critical need for product providers, and the decisions that built
it were not made quickly. When you play golf with your best
friend, you want to beat them, but you’ll enjoy it all the same.

David Trinder will serve as a board member
for the newly formed StoneEagle F&I.

But the main reasons were a shared vision for the industry and
the fact that the groundwork for the merger had already been
laid, at least in the abstract, in discussions that took place over
the years in which the companies competed and regularly connected.
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“I would call ourselves very healthy competitors,” Trinder says.
“The StoneEagle menu gets rates from us. We’ve never shied
away from connecting with their products where we could, and
that was the only place it was possible. We met at every conference and have always had good discussions together — about
the industry, and often as candid as where we’re taking the companies. And there has always been talk about getting together.”
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StoneEagle wanted to win, but we enjoyed a really good, competitive, friendly relationship for a long time.”
To halt the progress of technology developed by either group
would be a disservice to the new company’s combined customer base, Allen adds, and there are no plans to divert resources
from any platform. “The solutions we provide are very critical to
clients and the inner workings of their businesses. They chose
their technology for very specific reasons. Our plans are to continue to evolve all our platforms, especially in the product administration stack.”
It’s “business as usual” for customers, who will continue to get
the same level of support they’re accustomed to from the same
people they know, Trinder stresses.
“The only exception is on the dealer reporting side,” he adds.
“SEcureMetrics is a strong product used by over 5,000 dealers.
I’ve personally watched their support capability and it is truly
impressive. It doesn’t make sense for the F&I Admin product to
try to compete. But all other products, including the clearFI reporting platform for agents and administrators, will continue.”

Face Time Is Critical
Allen describes her leadership style as “hands-on” and says she
and Kathinokkula have already begun traveling to each other’s
offices.
“That kind of face time is really critical, and not just for me and
Kumar,” she says. “The teams are actually spending quite a bit of
time together already since the merger was finalized, and we’re
spending time with clients as well. And a little bit more travel is
worth every single moment, I’d say.”
“In the early stages, when we talked about our respective development pipelines, it was amazing,” Trinder says. “There was
about a 70% to 75% overlap in terms of where each of us wanted
to take the industry. Instead of two companies fighting against
each other, we’re pooling resources and making it work on every system. We develop and release things the industry needs to
move forward has just increased.”
Trinder was CEO of F&I Admin and Brent Allen was COO of
StoneEagle Inc. Asked whether their new status as board members signaled reduced roles — or edging toward retirement —
Trinder was unequivocal.
“We are both going to remain very engaged in the company.
Cindy is the CEO. She is going to perform that role and I’m incredibly pleased with how she’s taken it on. But I will remain
engaged where it makes the most sense. This is going to be my
full-time job for as long as I can perceive.”
Allen believes it would be “shortsighted” to allow either executive to step back, noting their complementary backgrounds
and experience running organizations building enterprise-level
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technology. “Brent comes from the development world. He
has that engineering mindset, a deep understanding of meeting business needs in a way that’s sustainable and flexible. We
definitely need that. David plays the same role, not from a technology perspective, but from the CEO chair, and he brings that
flavor into the conversation.”
Brent “might take a night or weekend off occasionally,” she adds.
“And I will be taking a couple of bike vacations,” says Trinder.
“But that’s all.”

Watch the Space
The executives hinted at upcoming releases that will leverage both teams’ brainpower and industry savvy. Allen promises “even more innovation around the corner,” stopping short
of sharing details or release dates but stressing the first few
months of the new company’s existence have already demonstrated the power of complementary perspectives.
“The long and short of it is the combined strength of these two
teams is phenomenal. And the impact that can have on continuing to scale technologies and teams is second to none in our
industry,” she says. “Consider the knowledge and experience
brought together in this merger. There’s not another organization in this industry that can parallel that.”
F&I Admin and StoneEagle Inc. were both devoted to the full
lifecycle of F&I products and their end users, Allen adds, moving along nearly parallel tracks in the development of their administration and reporting solutions.

The long and short of it is the
combined strength of these two
teams is phenomenal. And the
impact that can have on continuing
to scale technologies and teams is
second to none in our industry.
“At the end of the day, you can buy new tech and invest in new
people,” she says. “But finding those who truly understand what
we’re doing? That’s the really hard part.”
“The more we’ve sat and thought about what we can do together,
the more exciting it has become for everyone involved,” Trinder
says. “So what I’d like everyone to do is watch this space, because there’s so much we are going to do that’s going to have a
very positive impact on this industry, and you’re going to start
seeing that very soon.
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portantly, the small insurance company election is only available in those years where the written premium is below $2.3 million (adjusted for inflation).
The insurance aspect of a PORC occurs in the form of “back-end
reinsurance” via a fronting arrangement. In a PORC program,
state regulators usually require the TPA’s obligor to purchase
a contractual liability insurance policy (CLIP). The CLIP typically covers the first dollar of customer risk. The fronting carrier
cedes the customer risk to a PORC owned by or affiliated with
the dealer that originated the F&I product covered by the CLIP.
The PORC earns its underwriting profit and investment income
off the risk reserve it assumes from the fronting carrier.
Noncontrolled foreign corporations: The NCFC structure offers dealers an option that has no limit on written premium,
defers taxation on underwriting profit and investment income,
and has potential for preferential rate treatment. An NCFC is a
foreign corporation, which has diversified ownership such that
it is not a controlled foreign corporation.
If an NCFC program does not satisfy these diversified ownership rules, a dealer who is a “U.S. shareholder” would be required to pay current income tax on his program’s underwriting
and investment income. Prior to TJCA, a “U.S. shareholder” was
a U.S. person who owned 10% or more of the voting shares of
the foreign corporation.

By: Richard Irvine, David Kaseff and Greg Petrowski
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 made waves in the reinsurance
world, forcing providers, administrators, and dealers to reexamine their
structures to determine where advantages and disadvantages lie.
At the 2018 P&A Leadership Summit, we presented “The Reinsurance Climate: A Fresh Look at NCFCs, DOWCs, and CFCs.”
Each of us spent a substantial portion of 2018 educating our
F&I clients on the impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)
of 2017 on F&I profit participation structures. The PALS panel
gave us the opportunity to share opinions on how the industry
climate has changed in a post-TCJA world.
The starting point for the panel was a basic introduction to
three common programs and how we understand them today.
With that foundation, the panel discussed the TCJA provisions
that seem to have pushed parts of the industry to rethink how
we implement one of the common programs: the noncontrolled
foreign corporation, or NCFC. The panel’s discussion concluded with an assessment of the overall tax risk that exists for reinsurance now that the industry has had a chance to respond to
these changes.

Understanding the Common Structures
Regardless of the specific profit participation structure, each
has one common element — maximization of tax efficiency via
some combination of tax deferral, preferential rate treatment,
or tax rate arbitrage. There are generally three common F&I
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profit participation structures whose design typically requires
a dealer have some form of ownership interest in the program
— the controlled foreign corporation (CFC) program, the noncontrolled foreign corporation (NCFC), and the dealer-owned
warranty company (DOWC).

Controlled foreign corporations: While it is merely nomenclature whether we refer to CFCs as a producer-owned reinsurance company (PORC), affiliated reinsurance company (ARC),
or producer-affiliated reinsurance company (PARC), describing
the PORC structure as a CFC is technically inaccurate.
These foreign corporations make an election under IRC § 953(d)
to be treated as a U.S. corporation for all federal tax purposes.
Because only a foreign corporation can be a CFC, electing for
treatment as a domestic company excludes these entities from
true CFC treatment.
A PORC achieves its tax efficiency by utilizing the small insurance company election under IRC § 831(b) that excludes underwriting profit from taxation — the result being the taxation of
only investment income and other non-insurance income. Im-

Historically, NCFCs avoided CFC status by ensuring that more
than 10 people owned voting shares at all times or issued the
common voting stock to a foreign program management company. As Irvine noted, some programs also implement voter cut
back rules that shift or cut back voting rights attributable to
shares of significant economic shareholders to below 10%.
Because an NCFC avoids current taxation of underwriting profit
and investment income, shareholders make no special elections
and profits sit offshore until the NCFC earns all business. When
an NCFC redeems a dealer from his position, the code typically
taxes the redemption at capital gain rates.
Dealer-owned warranty companies: The essential difference
between a DOWC and an NCFC or PORC program is the ownership of the obligor by the dealer: A DOWC is an obligor company
typically owned by the dealer that offers the contracts with the
DOWC’s name on those contracts.
A DOWC allows for tax deferral and tax rate arbitrage because
of the surplus strain created by new warranty business. Because
a DOWC does not make the small insurance company election,
there is no limitation on written premiums.
The surplus strain is the result of the code’s requirement that
a DOWC file its tax returns as a non-life insurance company.
A non-life insurance company’s starting point for computing
taxable income, subject to certain modifications, is the annual
statement prepared according to the rules of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. These statutory basis
financials require income deferral and immediate expensing.

A simple illustration of this is a contract with a $2,000 retail
cost and $1,000 dealer commission. The DOWC earns the
$2,000 written premium over the life of the contract and deducts the $1,000 markup in the initial year. Deferred income
inclusion and immediate expensing produce a net operating loss
(NOL) in the DOWC’s early years, resulting in no taxation.
As the DOWC writes more business, the NOL grows and continues to postpone taxation until a later tax year. Absent continued
growth of the DOWC’s book of business, profits of the DOWC
will eventually become taxable at 21% (the new lower corporate tax rate). Although a Section 831(b) election could defer
or eliminate the “turnaround” of the DOWC earnout, advisors
may not recommend DOWC planning with a preplanned Section 831(b) election.
Because a DOWC is a “front-end” program, the required CLIP
will provide excess-of-loss coverage instead of the typical firstdollar coverage in the PORC context. Essentially, this means the
DOWC retains the risk and the dealers can have more access to
the reserves.

TCJA Provisions Cause Alarm
The brunt of the TCJA’s force was taken by NCFC programs
that have historically assumed almost exclusively F&I business.
The first significant revision discussed was the active insurance
company exception to the passive foreign investment company
(PFIC) rules. The second item considered by the panel was the
addition of a value component to the definition of “U.S. shareholder” for purposes of the CFC rules.
PFIC modification: Shareholders subject to the PFIC rules are
either taxed currently on their pro rata share of the PFIC’s net
ordinary income and net capital gains (generally small or nonexistent) or subject to taxation at the highest ordinary income
rates (rather than capital gains rate) and subject to special interest charges on deferred taxes at the time of sale or distribution
of profits to the shareholder.
A PFIC is a foreign corporation, which meets either of the two
of the following tests:
•

More than 75% of the gross income is from passive sources
(income test).

•

More than 50% of the gross assets give rise to passive income (asset test).

In applying the income test and asset test, a foreign insurance
corporation could treat reasonable levels of passive assets and
passive income as “active” if the foreign insurance corporation
was:
•

Predominantly engaged in the active conduct of an insurance business and

•

More than half of the business conducted is insurance or
reinsurance.
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classification. Underlying each of these discussions is whether
the NCFC can remain a competitive structure in a post-TCJA
world.

This is commonly referred to as the “active insurance exception.”
The TCJA revisions added a ‘threshold’ test for a foreign insurance corporation to qualify for the active insurance exception:
the qualifying insurance corporation (QIC) test. A foreign corporation is a QIC if:
•

Its “applicable insurance liabilities” are more than 25% of
its total assets on its year-end “applicable financial statement” and

•

More than half of the business of the foreign corporation is
insurance or reinsurance.

For these purposes, applicable insurance liabilities are:
•

Loss and loss adjustment expense.

•

Reserves that are not deficiency, contingency, or unearned
premium reserves.

The applicable financial statement used to determine QIC status depends on the first available financial statement available
based on a hierarchy drafted into the statute’s definition of applicable financial statement. The statutory order requires a foreign insurer to utilize the first financial statement available that
it prepares on the basis of generally accepted financial principles
(GAAP). If there are no GAAP financials, international financial
reporting standards (IFRS) apply. If there are no GAAP or IFRS
statements, a foreign insurer will rely on rules promulgated by
the applicable insurance regulatory body for purposes of filing
the annual statement.
The TCJA’s new PFIC insurance exception attempted to provide
a more “bright-line” rule to what has historically been a very
subjective determination. The new law is particularly tricky for
NCFCs conducting substantial F&I business and using GAAP.
These NCFCs typically book significant unearned premium reserves and minimal loss reserves and would most likely fail the
new QIC test.

CFC modification: As previously noted, the industry has historically only concerned itself with the voting rights issued by
an NCFC because U.S. taxation essentially turned on the voting
rights of U.S. shareholders. However, the TCJA changed this and
added a value component to the definition of “U.S. shareholder.”

NCFC programs need to move away from GAAP. NCFC programs will likely need to utilize a basis of accounting that incorporates, at least in part, a “gross method” or economic balance
sheet (EBS) framework for valuing the balance sheet of the insurance company. A fundamental premise of the gross method/
EBS framework is the establishment of a NCFC’s balance sheet
items on a “day one” economic outlook.

The new test for controlled foreign corporation status begins
with whether any U.S. person (individual or entity) owns at
least 10% of the vote or value of the foreign corporation. Thus,
the new law has expanded the realm of possible U.S. shareholders placed into the proverbial “bucket” for determining if those
U.S. shareholders, together, own more than 25% of the vote or
value of the foreign corporation.

In short, a NCFC adopting an EBS framework would record
the expected results of a contract of reinsurance as if the contract was fully earned on day one with a liability also booked
for unamortized profits. This would result in establishing the
expected ultimate loss reserve for a multiyear service contract
on day one along with liabilities for expected return premiums
and unamortized profits.

The prior law also permitted a 30-day “curing period” during
which a foreign corporation could cure any issues related to 10%
voting owners triggering the more-than-25% test, i.e. permitting
usage of a voting cutback provision. TJCA changed the “30-day
period” to “any”; as such, if U.S. shareholders reach the morethan-25% threshold, those U.S. shareholders are allocated a pro
rata share of income for the period the U.S. shareholder exceeds
that threshold.

We agree that NCFC programs have historically utilized GAAP
reporting, or the “net method” as a matter of convenience because the underwriters ceding into these programs have typically reported on a GAAP basis. We might also note that U.S.
insurers reporting on a statutory basis have booked their UPR
in a method similar to what insurers would show on a GAAP basis. Based on discussions with a number of industry experts, the
EBS method of reporting tends to be a more accurate reflection
of the economics of the NCFC programs.

Responding to the Changes
There have been two common immediate responses: NCFCs
have taken steps to manage their immediate capital situation
with forced distributions and redemptions, and NCFCs have
revisited their respective methods of accounting. These steps
are not necessarily knee-jerk reactions to the TCJA, but bought
time for NCFC sponsors to plan for the future of their programs.

However, the code authorizes the usage of EBS financials for
PFIC purposes in the case of IFRS statements prepared using
the new IFRS 17 basis. Under IFRS 17, insurers accrue an “insurance contract liability” on the balance sheet. The insurance
contract liability is composed of future expected losses and future return premiums on a net present value basis, unamortized
profits and a risk factor. While insurers are not required to use
IFRS 17 until 2022, early adoption is allowed.

For sponsors who do not intend to withdraw from their NCFC
operations, we have typically discussed two common items: The
first is the potential for adopting financial reporting that demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the IRS, that the NCFC is eligible for the PFIC insurance exception. Second is whether the
NCFC can manage its capital position to avoid PFIC or CFC
Photo by Kate Spatafora

It also bears mentioning that NCFCs in Bermuda, under the
regulatory oversight of the Bermuda Monetary Authority, have
had discussions with the BMA to confirm that the EBS method
is consistent with that nation’s statutory accounting principles.
The BMA currently requires the use of the EBS for certain classes of reinsurers in Bermuda. For Bermuda statutory accounting,
the “gross method” earns premiums at inception and accrues
ultimate expected losses and return premiums without the net
present value factor contained under IFRS 17.
It seems that there is a possibility that using an EBS method
may permit an NCFC to present its balance sheet with a reserve
liability that potentially meets the definition of a loss or loss
adjustment expense. These reserves are then compared to total
assets to determine if the foreign insurer is a QIC that may avail
itself of the new PFIC insurance exception — as opposed to
those amounts booked as UPR and not treated as an applicable
insurance liability.

GPW and Associates’ Greg Petrowski, PWC’s Richard Irvine and MarksNelson’s David Kaseff presented
“The Reinsurance Climate: A Fresh Look at NCFCs, DOWCs, and CFCs” at the 2018 P&A Leadership Summit.
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NCFC sponsors will need to take a more active management
role. Undoubtedly, many dealers with positions in NCFCs became U.S. shareholders in controlled foreign corporations on

Jan. 1, 2018, due to holding significant economic positions which
resulted in owning 10% or more of the value of these foreign
corporations. These U.S. shareholders should be working with
their sponsors and tax advisors to address any additional U.S.
tax return filing requirements created under TJCA.
Additionally, we agree that U.S. persons owning shares in a
NCFC should consider making a “protective” qualified electing
fund (QEF) election with the shareholders 2018 tax returns, as
there is a lack of administrative guidance from the IRS on the
new QIC test.
On a go-forward basis, the sponsors will likely need to monitor and manage capital levels to avoid U.S. shareholder status
for participants and ensure QIC treatment. NCFCs will need to
work with ceding companies to provide timely data that allows
enough time to make the appropriate adjustments.
The industry has not experienced a mass exodus of NCFC programs to domestic programs, but smaller NCFC programs are
likely to seek options that attempt to both diversify its book of
business and dilute economic ownership. Some NCFCs, especially those with positions that have exercised voting cut back
provisions in the past, will need to work with the dealers to discuss taking current distributions or even redemption of their
current position to avoid the new CFC “value” component.
NCFC programs will likely begin to implement policies that will
cater to the needs of participants. Policies that ensure NCFC
sponsors are better equipped to monitor PFIC and controlled
foreign corporation issues will likely become a critical part of
the NCFC’s business model. This type of proactive tax planning
could potentially be a differentiating factor for NCFCs taking
these issues seriously.
As an industry, the best response is to ensure that providers,
administrators, and dealers are making informed decisions regarding their programs. Assessment of the risk associated with
the tax positions taken by program sponsors will prove critical
as the industry finishes adjusting to the TCJA and begin marketing their programs to dealers.
In the end, the TCJA did appear to significantly highlight the
tax risk that exists for NCFC programs and Kaseff believes that
the changes increase the task risk by their very nature. Irvine
contends that the tax risk associated with a NCFC and possible
PFIC status has always been present and that the days of unlimited deferral are gone, as mathematically a NCFC, which has a
50% loss ratio, will most likely fail the QIC test within four to
five years.
Overcapitalized PORCs also present tax risks to shareholders.
It has come to the attention of the authors that the IRS has imposed the accumulated earnings tax on purportedly overcapitalized PORCs which have not paid dividends. Tax risk has always
existed in the world of profit participation programs. The dust
is still settling, but the panel believes the industry will move
forward and continue to adjust and provide value to dealers who
seek it.
DAVID KASEFF IS AN INSURANCE TAX PARTNER AT MARKSNELSON.
RICHARD IRVINE IS SENIOR COUNSEL AT PWC.
GREGORY PETROWSK, C.P.A., A.C.I IS SENIOR VP, SECRETARY AND TREASURER FOR GPW AND ASSOCIATES.
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“We’re at a place and time right now, I think, where this industry
is of many different minds,” he said. “There is no single view of
the future here. All we have to do is go to a few dealer websites
— big-name companies who consider themselves progressive —
but you go to their websites and they don’t go beyond allowing a
consumer to submit a credit application after seeing a car. That’s
all they do. There are other dealers — famous ones too — that
go way farther than that.”

car, they are in many ways still beholden to the way a given dealer
wants to complete the sale. It is a complex journey, said Perry,
and third parties are looking to fill in the gaps, addressing some
of the pain points from both sides of the deal.
Right now, he pointed out, the information is hard to stitch
together for consumers who
want to be knowledgeable. No
one, yet, has pulled it all together. “There is no Airbnb. There is
no Amazon. There is no end-toend experience in automotive
where a consumer can research,
price a car, use the information
they get about pricing and the
potential experience they’re going to get at the dealership, to
determine where they should go
buy their car.”

The people who succeed
in this competitive free
enterprise system are the
ones who provide more value
to the consumer, faster and
better, than their competitors.

Over the next five to 10 years,
he continued — not the next
two or three — is when he believes a lot of change is going to
come. People have been saying
that for years now; however,
Perry noted, the notion of more
transparency has been building
steam for some time now. The
internet was originally just a replacement for newspaper classifieds, but the concept of a complete digital retail environment is steadily gaining ground.

THE FUTURE

TRANSPARENCY
By: Toni McQuilken
As consumer preferences change, the
way vehicles are sold will need to change
as well. So said Chip Perry, CEO of
TrueCar, during a special presentation
at P&A Leadership Summit.

“We’ve learned to live in the middle,” said Perry, “and be sensitive to both [the dealer and the consumer].”
Each of these third parties, he notes, have huge audiences of
consumers who are looking to purchase vehicles. At the same
time, he says they are constantly researching what the dealers
and OEMs need as well, and do their best to ensure both sides
can find common ground.
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•

Should I buy new or used?

•

What car should I buy?

•

What price should I pay?

•

Which dealer should I buy from?

•

Should I buy or lease the vehicle?

•

When is the best time to buy?

The end result is that consumers are seeking as much transparency as possible, across the board, before they ever set foot
in a dealership. “This industry, from a consumer perspective,
has been so opaque and difficult to penetrate, that this is what
they’ve been focusing on. And this is what the third parties have
been focusing on,” said Perry. “I believe we’re about to enter a
new phase of evolution in our industry where more transparency is going to be brought to more aspects of the automotive
transaction.”
He noted that F&I product providers and administrators are in
many ways at the forefront of this evolution. After all, P&A leaders are gatekeepers for much of the information consumers are
seeking more transparency about, Perry said. He acknowledged
the segment is still split on that issue. Many believe it is time
to become more consumer-centric and -friendly. Many others
maintain the current model is the best way to continue moving
forward.

STILL A LOT OF
UNMET NEEDS
“There are still a lot of pain
points,” noted Perry. “It’s
pretty incredible that, other
than the basic information
about cars being put online
— and we talk about how
much change there has been
in this industry — there really hasn’t been a tremendous amount of change in
the way car deals get done.”
Consumers, he noted, still
need to go through a journey. They spend an average of 20 hours researching
the car they want to buy.
They’re looking at price.
They’re looking at dealerships. They’re looking at the
values. And then, when it
comes time to actually buy a

1.

Time: Consumers hate
being forced to sit and
wait while their salesperson
and sales manager go back
and forth.

2.

Online disconnect:
Consumers who did
use a dealer’s online system
were surprised when they arrived to learn some fees and
other pricing information
weren’t presented, resulting
in a higher price at the dealership than the one they were
quoted online.

3.

Transparency on price:
Consumers hate that
dealers aren’t transparent
about the pricing of the vehicle they are buying.

4.
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At the P&A Leadership Summit last October, Chip Perry, president and CEO of TrueCar, addressed the complex ecosystem
that F&I now lives and plays in. He noted that, while he hasn’t
been part of the F&I segment in the past, the reality is that thirdparty websites like his — and others, including Autotrader, Cars.
com, Edmunds, and Kelley Blue Book — sit in a space between
the dealer and the consumer, and everyone in the supply chain
needs to do a better job of working together to create a better
experience.

Some of the questions that consumers are constantly seeking
answers on include:
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of

The first generation of third-party providers advocating for
transparency began with a
focus on inventory, and on
helping consumers connect
with the right car at the right
time. They have continued to evolve, and the next
generation, Perry said, will
focus even more heavily on
price and payment transparency, with third parties, digital retail stores, and the traditional dealers themselves
all forced to evolve.

To really understand these pain points where consumers want
more transparency, Perry noted that his company wired a large
pool of consumers with an app and followed them through the
entire process. The biggest issues consumers today still have with
the car-buying process were:

Validation: Consumers hate trying to figure out how the actual value
of their car compares with the
deal they’re offered.

5.
TrueCar CEO Chip Perry delivered the keynote
address, “The Future of Transparency,” at the
2018 P&A Leadership Summit.

Pressure: Consumers hate feeling like
the salesperson isn’t listening to their needs and wants,
instead trying to sell them
whatever they can.
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Perry believes the result of these issues is that consumers come
into the car-buying process with an inherent lack of trust.
“Generally speaking there is more dissatisfaction than pleasure
about car buying,” he said. Despite the best efforts of many good
dealers, he added, there is still a “trust gap,” with only politicians ranked as less trustworthy than car dealers in a 2017 YouGov Omnibus study. In a survey of TrueCar customers released
the same year, 17% of consumers said they trust used car dealers, and only 30% say they trust new car dealers. Very few trust a
dealer’s trade-in offers (31%), pricing (40%), or financing terms
(45%), in fact.
“This is a big thing that
needs to be addressed in
any consumer-dealer interaction. How do you build
trust? You build trust by
transparently sharing information and validating
the information is correct,
and being consultative
with the consumer about
their car purchase,” said
Perry. These are tough statistics to accept, but he pointed out
that rather than be discouraged, this spells opportunity to stand
out and differentiate for those who are willing to evolve.

“There is so much noise, and so much baggage from past bad
experiences. And there are still so many dealers who have varying strategies around this. … A dealer has plenty of room to be
transparent and market themselves as such, and steal share
from dealers who aren’t willing or able to play ball that way. The
people who succeed in this competitive free enterprise system
are the ones who provide more value to the consumer, faster
and better, than their competitors.”
This is a great point in time for the industry, he noted, for dealers to make some of these changes and still be very successful,
with very healthy bottom lines, while at the same time catering more toward what modern
consumers want from their
car-buying experience.

It’s pretty incredible that other than
the basic information about cars
being put online, there really hasn’t
been a tremendous amount of change
in the way car deals get done.

THE FUTURE OF CAR BUYING
That doesn’t mean, however, that consumers want to completely throw dealerships out of the picture. In fact, Perry noted that
in the TrueCar study, 90% of consumers said they actually prefer to negotiate the price of the vehicle rather than just pay the
asking price — they aren’t necessarily looking for a “shopping
cart” car-buying experience. And just 54% responded that they
want to complete the entire deal online, only finalizing paperwork at the dealership. And 90% of consumers still want a test
drive before making their final decisions. This is a strong suggestion that the right digital retail experience is one that will
help dealers sell cars in a more efficient, transparent manner,
not replace them altogether.
Online shopping is influencing the way consumers think about
purchasing things. They are looking for third-party validation to
prove that the information they’re receiving is correct. They are
looking for convenience in finding the vehicles they want. And
they are looking for the ability to customize a vehicle to their
own specifications, rather than just accepting what’s on the lot
as the only option out there. The momentum, said Perry, needs
to be around the consumer’s decisionmaking process.

“If [digital retailing] is leveraged well,” noted Perry, “it can
benefit the dealer. It can create
a culture in the store where we
are here to serve the consumer,
build trust and create repeat
business and positive word of
mouth about our store. We will
not necessarily win awards for the highest F&I margin per car.
But what we will win is growth in market share over time.”
In fact, he pointed out that 64% of consumers have indicated
that if they had more time to learn about F&I products — what
they are, how they work, what they cover — they would be more
likely to buy them. In fact, Perry noted that AutoSuccess magazine found that dealerships earn as much as $500 to $700 more
on F&I per vehicle sold online with a transparent process, since
consumers have the time to research the products and better
understand how and why they make sense.
The biggest takeaway from the session is that digital retailing is
not going away any time soon. Consumers continue to push for
more transparency across the entirety of the automotive shopping process, and those dealers, providers and third-party services who embrace the concept are far more likely to succeed in
the long term. It won’t happen overnight, but the steady press
of change is relentless.
The question isn’t whether or not the process will become more
transparent, with consumers taking more control over the information, Perry said. Rather, it is more a matter of working
with them and remaining profitable in this new phase of automotive sales. There is no one right answer, but for those who
want to continue to be in business in the next decade, the only
wrong answer is to ignore the push for more transparency and
do nothing at all.

The reason digital retailing innovators are gaining momentum
in the automotive space is that they are addressing all of these
needs, providing everything from the car listings and vehicle information, to the configuration tools, to ratings and reviews, to
the F&I products and loan calculators, Perry said.
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Fewer
New Cars
Won’t
Break F&I

1

2

By: Kristen Gruber
A decline in new-car volume was
inevitable after several years of
soaring sales. But market changes
create new opportunities as well
as challenges, and dealers and
agents will look to F&I product
providers for guidance.

All of this adds up to the fact that new-car sales likely
peaked in 2015 and 2016. If we can’t count on the rising
tide of new-car sales to lift all boats, it’s going to get
tougher for dealers to maintain current profit margins
without making a few changes. With all these headwinds, where should the F&I industry turn its focus?
Here are four areas to consider:

New-car sales are falling, but used-car sales are
at an all-time high. Dealers sold 29.5 million
used cars in 2018 compared to 17.3 million new
cars sold in 2017. We’re now seeing used-car service contract attachment rates above 40%, as the
average age of vehicles increases along with the
length of vehicle ownership. This is the time to
make hay with F&I products designed for used
cars, especially high-mileage programs. Higherquality vehicles make this an even more attractive segment for dealer profit participation.

Transform Pain Points.
The dealers who sell your products are taking
a critical look at the F&I sales process and trying to transform anything that is not enjoyable
for the customer. Studies show that most people
who buy a car dislike the entire car-buying process, including time spent in the F&I office. Disruptors to the industry are exploiting the current pain points by delivering a shorter, easier,
and more transparent sales process to customers, which often begins online.
Similar to how online visibility of vehicle costs
and values impacted new and used retail pricing of cars, online visibility into F&I products
will require transparency and consistency of
F&I product pricing. This has the potential for
an improved customer experience and increased
attachment rates, resulting in higher net income
overall for the F&I department.

4

Make Retention
Products a Priority.
Loyalty products that are designed to keep customers
coming back into the dealership, such as prepaid maintenance and limited warranties, take a long-term view of
customer retention and provide reinsurance opportunities in the short term. Complimentary programs offered
at no cost to customers have demonstrated success in
differentiating dealerships, providing upsell opportunities, and bringing customers back for their next car-buying experience.
During the Great Recession, we saw that attachment
rates of F&I products initially dropped in 2009 but immediately rebounded and grew faster than the rate of
new-car sales for several years, steadily increasing ever
since. As recently as 2018, new-car sales were only up
1%. But by most reports, F&I sales grew by more than
10%, demonstrating that the two curves don’t necessarily move in tandem.
The bottom line is that lower new-car sales don’t have to
mean bad news for F&I. We have a great story to tell and
valuable protection products. When consistently presented
to every customer in a transparent and simple way, profits
will surely follow.
KRISTEN GRUBER IS PRESIDENT OF DEALERS ASSURANCE CO. AND A 25-YEAR INSURANCE
INDUSTRY VETERAN.

We live in a time when vehicle repair costs are
outpacing wage growth. Many people don’t have
enough in emergency savings to cover expected
maintenance and repair costs. F&I products fill
this important need, resulting in higher customer satisfaction during the lifetime of vehicle
ownership.

U.S. auto sales are off to a lower than expected start in
2019. After two months of data, the annualized rate of
new-car sales is 16.5 million based on January and February numbers. There are probably a lot of influences,
such as smaller tax returns, rising interest rates, higher
car prices, a short sales month, and bad weather, to
name a few.
Regardless, we have to ask ourselves whether these
numbers represent a pattern that is cyclical or structural in nature. I think most of us read the tea leaves
and conclude the latter. The very definition of mobility
is changing and, although still early, we are seeing challenges to the traditional vehicle ownership model by
the likes of ride-hailing, car-sharing, subscription, and
peer-to-peer models.

Focus on Used.

3

Capitalize on
Second-Chance Sales
or ‘Missed Opportunities.’
According to NADA, the VSC attachment rate
on new-car sales is about 47%. That means 53%
of vehicle buyers, or 9.2 million people in 2018,
did not buy a VSC at point of vehicle sale. Those
customers represent a tremendous opportunity
for service drive and direct marketing programs
that can monetize a dealer’s data.
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DEPT: COMPLIANCE

Arcane Issues and the Nature of Contracts
By: Terrence J. O’Loughlin
Attorney and compliance expert
offers a primer on dealership
documentation for P&A executives.
A typical car dealer enters into hundreds, if not thousands, of
contracts on a monthly basis. But from my conversations with
many F&I managers over the years, certain arcane issues — and
the very nature of contracts — may not always be well understood. This article will attempt to explain several of these relevant issues.

THE SIGNING CEREMONY,
A.K.A. ‘THE PAPERWORK’
After a customer has completed the test drive, selected the vehicle and options, and agreed to the financing, the F&I manager
and the customer undertake the review and affixing of the signatures to all the relevant documents. This execution of all the
documents is, essentially, the closing or the signing ceremony.
The contract or contracts are the pivotal documents which are
signed. In most states, two contracts are signed: the buyer’s
order or lease order and the retail installment sale contract or
lease contract. How these documents relate to one another will
be addressed.

CONTRACT DEFINED
“Contract” is not a synonym for “agreement.” A contract is a
legally recognized understanding between two parties which
can be enforced in court, as there are duties and rights created
when two parties contract. An agreement is a broader term. All
contracts can be classified as an agreement. But not all agreements are necessarily contracts. An analogy would be the term
“corporation” versus “company.” “Company” is a much broader
term and includes the term “corporation.”
One can certainly use the term “agreement” to mean contract
when selling or leasing a car. Moreover, an agreement may be
used to describe a mandated disclosure document. And, finally,
agreements may be “incorporated by reference” into the contract. This term will be discussed infra (a fancy Latin term for
“below”). Buyer’s orders, leases, and retail installment sale contracts are all contracts.
A contract is comprised of an offer coupled with an acceptance
and it must include “consideration,” a legally defined term. Consideration is an act or forbearance or a promise, done or given
by one party, in return for the act or promise of another. The
Latin phrase quid pro quo, which means “something for something,” means consideration. In retailing cars, paying money in
exchange for a car is the consideration.
Generally, the offer must be definite. If a dealer is selling a Ford
Fusion to a consumer, for example, the particular Fusion must be
clearly described. Characteristics of the particular vehicle such
as the year, make, model, type, trim, color, mileage, stock number,
and most significantly, the vehicle identification number,
define which Fusion is being sold. All these terms are
included on the documents to be certain that there is
no error as to which Fusion is being offered for sale.
In return, the acceptance must be unequivocal.

This acceptance would be manifested by the customer signing
all the relevant documents in the signing ceremony.

CONTRACTUAL
OBLIGATIONS AND PROVISIONS
A valid contract creates mutual obligations. This means that
each of the parties is obligated, or required, to perform a duty
under the contract. The contract conditions determine the order of the parties’ obligations. A condition is an act or event
that affects a party’s contractual duty. The duty of the dealer to
deliver the vehicle on a particular date, with the itemized provisions on the buyer’s order, would be a condition.
A contractual term is a provision, which forms part of the contract. These terms create obligations on the part of the customer and dealer. Failure to discharge these terms may engender
breach, whether a material or minor breach. Material breach
may void the contract, freeing the non-breaching party from
honoring his contractual obligations. Failure to maintain insurance on the vehicle would be a breach in a retail installment
sale contract.

VERBAL CONTRACTS AND
WRITTEN CONTRACTS
Verbal contracts can be binding. But certain contracts must be
in writing to be enforced. The statute of frauds requires that the
sale of goods totaling $500 or more must be in writing. Hence, a
contract to sell a car must be in writing.

SPOT DELIVERIES,
CONDITION PRECEDENT,
AND CONDITION SUBSEQUENT
Many vehicles are tentatively sold to customers before the retail installment sale contract is assigned (a legal term) or the
“paper is hung.” If the retail installment sale contract can’t be
assigned on terms acceptable to the dealer, the dealer will demand the return of the vehicle in most states.
Enter the terms “condition precedent” and “condition subsequent,” two important legalities. One of these two conditions
is usually mentioned in the buyer’s order and/or a spot delivery
agreement. If the vehicle is spotted with a condition precedent,
it means that there is no final contract until the retail installment sale contract is assigned.
Conversely, if the vehicle is spotted with a condition subsequent
the transaction is complete unless the dealer cannot assign the
retail installment sale contract.

HOW THESE DOCUMENTS
WORK TOGETHER

“Incorporation by reference” refers to the act of merging other
documents into a primary document so that the named incorporated documents are all read together as one document. It
should be mentioned that some documents are disclosure documents required by law. They are effective unto themselves and
may not need to be incorporated.
The single document rule, which is a state law, exists in about
one-third of all states. A single document rule requires that all
documents, or certain documents, evidencing the sale and financing transaction between the dealer and the buyer, must be
contained in one document.
In California, for example, for many years, all the terms had to
be on one piece of paper. Some versions of the rule seem to
require the nonsensical combining of all documents, even arguably service contracts, credit and GAP coverage, and the like,
into a single document. Other states’ rules limit themselves to
the sale and credit documents only.
An integration clause, or a merger clause, states that the contract is the complete and final agreement between the parties.
In other words, it could mean that all other agreements, documents, or verbal representations, have been superseded by
the contract with the integration clause. In many states all the
signed documents in the signing ceremony are understood to be
effective and binding in the contracting process.
These three legal concepts have been used by plaintiffs’ lawyers
against dealers, with the lawyers seeking to have some or all of the
contractual language — such as an arbitration clause — tossed
out by the court. Or, the rules are used to argue that because the
dealer violated the single document rule, the documents used in
the deal are unenforceable. Care should be taken in the application of these terms and observing the single document rule.
Finally, a relevant explanation of an “assignment,” in the car
world, is when the dealer owns the right to receive payments
and sells this right to a financing source. Dealers are the initial
creditors. When they enter into a retail installment sale contract with customers, they have the right to receive the monthly
payments. State retail installment sales acts help create this
dealer status.
When dealers sell the retail installment sale contracts, they are
defined as assignors and the financing source, which buys these
contracts, becomes the assignee. Some retail installment sale
contracts have extensive assignment clauses whereas others do
not. Generally, retail installment sale contracts do not have to
have an assignment clause, as the right to receive a stream of
payments is freely permitted pursuant to contract law.
The law is long, but life is short. However, taking time to better understand these central issues and documents, which are
mandatory in order to sell cars — and F&I products — is time
well spent.
Govern yourselves accordingly.

TERRENCE J. O’LOUGHLIN JD MBA IS THE DIRECTOR OF COMPLIANCE AT THE REYNOLDS AND REYNOLDS CO.
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There are three legal concerns in responding to this question:
incorporation by reference, single document rule, and the integration clause.
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An Interview With Garrett Thorpe
By: Tariq Kamal
P&A gets
ahead of the
F&I technology
curve with
Garrett Thorpe,
COO of The
Impact Group.
Garrett Thorpe is COO of The Impact
Group, the company his father, Mark
Thorpe, founded as a general agency in
1988. Today, the company works with
dealers, agents, insurance companies,
third-party administrators, and OEMs
to advance F&I technology, training, and
reporting. P&A met with Garrett Thorpe
to track the evolution of F&I technology, learn how dealers can win customers back from the Carvanas of the world,
and ask whether great trainers are born
or bred.
P&A: Garrett, where am I reaching
you today?
Thorpe: We’re in the Washington
area. My wife Kathy and I have both been
in Arlington since 2009, but I grew up in
Loudoun County, Va., about a half-hour
west of D.C.

P&A: And you grew up in the business, correct?
Thorpe: I did. In some ways, it’s almost like I was born for this. I hate to admit that, but I have memories of Saturday-morning meetings in dealerships
from the time I was about 3 years old.
P&A: Tagging along with Mark?
Thorpe: I was. And after growing
up spending time in dealerships, getting
into the industry and going to work for
The Impact Group was a natural evolution for me. Now, having been with the
company for going on 13 years, it has
been very rewarding. I’ve certainly been
introduced to a lot of perspectives along
the way.
time.

P&A: And F&I has evolved in that

Thorpe: It sure has, and Mark was
involved in a major way. He’s from Central New York. He was the first F&I manager in Ithaca. Then he went from retail
to accepting a position with Pat Ryan &
Associates during the formative years of
F&I. He returned to retail as an F&I director here in the D.C. area, then ran F&I
for Toyota’s mid-Atlantic distributorship,
then started a general agency. Along the
way, our company evolved, moving from
general agency work into income development and F&I training, and now F&I
technology.

pany?

P&A: When did you join the com-

Thorpe: I started out here back in
2007, in technical support. Then I moved
into a training role, and for the next 10
years, my primary responsibility was software implementation and training, inperson and by web conference. I actually
just gave up that role beginning in January of 2018. That’s when I took over the
operations side of the company and my
title changed to COO.
P&A: Was it hard to step away
from training after doing it for 10 years?
Thorpe: It was harder than I anticipated. I did love it. I developed an approach I thought was really effective, and
it was very rewarding. And part of the difficulty of moving into operations was
struggling with the separation from our
clients and our end users. So I still look
for opportunities to get into dealerships,
especially with our local clients, and communicate closely with our agents and
partners. I’ve found a nice balance, so it’s
been great in that respect.
P&A: Who took over training?
Thorpe: Tim Johnson. He was the
F&I director for a dealer group we worked
with. He had used our platform, trained
his own F&I managers on it. He really valued our process, our approach, and he
knew our company pretty well. He also

worked in a general agency capacity as a
rep with The Warranty Group. So he sees
the business from all those perspectives
and he’s able to support general agents
and conduct training in dealerships. He’s
talking income development alongside
the navigation of the software.
And that’s always been one of the things
that differentiates us. We do try to customize our approach around the development strategies of our agency partners
and the needs of the particular dealer. We
consider all the players involved and evaluate where their current processes are effective and, where they’re falling short.
Tim is an expert at training on processes
developed around unique sets of circumstances. And he’s a great guy.
P&A: Did training come naturally
to you?
Thorpe: I had to find my voice with
it, like anybody would, particularly with
the online training. At the time I started,
I didn’t have a full appreciation for exactly how the miniscule details of every
aspect of your delivery — your voice
modulation, your pace, the importance of
asking specific, targeted questions — can
affect your performance. It’s just like
F&I, really. Gain information and insight
from the person in front of you. Read between the lines to understand what
they’re telling you and what they need.
P&A: Can anyone do it or are good
trainers born that way?
Thorpe: I do think
there’s a certain communicative ability and passion for
training, and if you don’t have
that, you’re inherently operating at a deficit. Tim is a great
example. He loves F&I. And
he’s a natural salesperson.
That makes him good at what he does.

Garrett and Kathy Thorpe spend their free time with family, traveling, volunteering with
an animal rescue organization, and taking drives in their 2000 BMW M Roadster.
P&A: What problems are you
working on now?
Thorpe: As we all know, so much of
the conversation in our industry is about
the future of retail automotive. What is
the customer experience going to look
like? What’s the best way to deliver it?
The providers and administrators are going to play a key role in that. There are a
lot of providers, in the menu space or
otherwise, focused on digital retail solutions. We have to give the customer the
experience they’re demanding. But we
also have to protect — or, ideally, maxi-

If they had come onboard a little bit
earlier, a lot of the customer dissatisfaction that has caused the digital revolution wouldn’t be there. If every dealer
followed a process that was customerfriendly, transparent, and engaging —
without sacrificing profitability — and
leveraged that value proposition to the
buyer, we wouldn’t be in a position where
Carvana and TrueCar are in front of us.
With that said, now those dealers are
feeling the need to catch up to customers’ expectations. And some may be making decisions that are not necessarily in
their best interest. So we
have to refocus the conversation: How do you
take a big step forward
in a way that doesn’t do
any harm? It’s a problem
that can be solved. But
it is a little bit frustrating. We’ve been implementing interactive
F&I presentation software since the mid1990s. Some providers out there claim
to have invented the F&I menu or treat
electronic menus and the concepts they
deliver as a new thing they’ve devised. It’s
not new. They’ve just finally realized that
they need to take a step forward.

I still look for opportunities to get
into dealerships and communicate
closely with our agents and partners.

P&A: Will your time as a trainer
make you a better executive?
Thorpe: I certainly hope so! Doing
something for 10 years and not gaining a
valuable skillset to take forward would be
a tough pill to swallow. Certainly the ability to have effective and clear communication with your team is key, and the
training experience has been very beneficial in that regard. It gave me the ability
to listen well, identify challenges, and
solve the problem.
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mize — the dealer’s income, protect their
F&I department, and keep them compliant. So my day-to-day is keeping an eye
on the pace of change in the marketplace
and steering applications in a way that
covers all those bases.
P&A: Are you disappointed with
the pace of change?
Thorpe: I think my disappointment lies in the fact that there are still a
lot of dealer organizations out there who
are not using a menu or taking part in the
technological evolution of our business.

P&A: What is new in F&I tech?
What do you have coming out this year?
Thorpe: I think 2019 is going to be
a big year for us. Just to kind of walk it
back, I’ll tell you what 2018 looked like. It
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was our 30th year in business, a big milestone for our company
that we’re very proud of. It means a lot to everybody here. And
from a revenue standpoint, it was the best year in our history.
We revamped operations. We hired Tim Johnson, we hired a
new controller, and we have new people at the clerk position
and in technical support. We did a full audit of our book of business. We’ve put a continued focus on process improvement, getting everyone cross-trained and collaborating on the training
side and the support side.
From a software perspective, we’ve been rebuilding our platform from the ground up — everything from the underlying
data structures all the way up to advanced DMS-driven reporting and a new menu interface. We’re now releasing an update to
our deal-management process that provides major efficiencies
to electronic rating and contracting capabilities, flexible presentation options and streamlines the deal workflow, all with fully
adaptive design. Within the next several weeks, we’re releasing
a completely revamped menu which will bring innovative new
presentation tools with it. It’s been a long time coming. Some
people are clamoring for it
and we’re anxious to get it
out there.
P&A: Are you able
to think five or 10 years
into the future, or are you
just trying to get dealers
and agents where they
need to be or should already be?

Thorpe: Maybe it will be slightly different if vehicles become fully autonomous, but I think customers will continue to
want to see, touch, feel, and drive a car before they decide to
purchase. Purchasing a new vehicle is an emotional decision,
and there is still excitement in the dealership experience. It
won’t go away for those reasons, especially if we make the experience value-driven and fun.
P&A: What do you do when you’re not working?
Thorpe: We love spending time with friends and family.
We have a big family. Mom is one of 11 kids, so I have lots of
cousins. Most of them are local and my brother is, too. Family’s
always been important to us. Day-to-day, work keeps us very
busy. Kathy is a veterinarian and she owns a veterinary services
company. She and I both put a lot of energy into our professional lives. But we find ways
to enjoy our time away from
work. We’re involved with
animal rescue, which is very
rewarding. Last year, we
bought a little 2000 BMW M
Roadster, hoping that it will
someday be a classic. So we
like to get out and get the top
down. We’re looking forward
to starting a family, maybe later this year. Those are the big
things. But we love to travel. If we can get a trip away, that’s
what we like to do most.

There’s a certain communicative
ability and passion for training, and if
you don’t have that, you’re inherently
operating at a deficit.

Thorpe: In large measure, it’s about getting to where we
probably should have been, but, for a variety of reasons, we’re
not. If the franchise model is going to avoid collapse in the face
of all the disruption — and that’s a direction none of us wants it
to go — it has to provide a customer experience that is valuebased. And that experience should feel the same at the dealership as it does on the customer’s couch.
I chuckle at that Carvana ad where the customer buys a car
and manages their trade-in while binge-watching their favorite
show. I mean, who wouldn’t want to make the second-largest
financial decision of their life while distracted by TV? I’m being sarcastic, but I do believe there is an effective balance. If
we can provide a modern buying experience that creates value
in the relationship with the dealer, still maintain control of our
processes, and leverage decades of experience to offer the customer what’s in their best interests, even if they never make it
to the dealership — that balance is exactly where we’ll wind up.
And we’ll be profitable. But we don’t have to start a race to the
bottom, and put all our VSC pricing online so that a customer
can shop their dealer’s F&I markups against competitors from
the salesperson’s desk. Especially without proper education
on what they’re shopping for. We can’t shortcut the F&I value
proposition.
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P&A: And people will continue to visit the dealership, because most will want to drive the car before they buy it, and
many will need help getting financed.

SAVE THE DATE
November 4th-6th, 2019

P&A: What’s your next destination?
Thorpe: To be determined. We had a great trip to Spain
last fall. We’re thinking maybe Scotland or somewhere close for
the next one. We like to try to do something like that once a
year. I mentioned Mark is from upstate New York, so we spend
lot of time there, up in the Adirondacks, getting up to the lake,
getting outdoors. Also, I’m a big Capitals fan, so winning the
Stanley Cup last year was amazing.

New Orleans Marriott
Stay tuned to IndustrySummit.com for more information.

P&A: Just getting past Pittsburgh in the playoffs was
amazing.
Thorpe: Completely! And we’re all hoping for a repeat,
but I know that’s a tall order. But I’m excited for 2019, and I’m
excited for what 2019 holds for our company. I think we’ve got a
software development team that is fantastic at what they do,
and some very robust offerings to show for that. I’m looking forward to getting them out in the marketplace and making sure
everyone is aware of what we’re doing.
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MILNE PROMOTED TO COO AT
PERMAPLATE/SISKIN
SALT LAKE CITY — F&I products
provider and administrator PermaPlate/Siskin Enterprises recently
announced the promotion of Bret
Milne to COO. He assumes primary responsibility for overseeing the
operations of PermaPlate/Siskin
Enterprises’ products and administration services.
“Bret has been a driving force behind our streamlined customer
claim experience as well as countless other process driven efficiency
gains throughout the organization,” said John Nisson, president of PermaPlate. “Bret’s attention to
detail, breadth of knowledge, and relentless focus on improving the customer experience makes him the ideal fit as COO.”
Milne joined the company in 2013 as director of customer service and
claims processing and was promoted to vice president of operations in
2016. He previously served as vice president of operations with StarTek
Inc. (SRT), an NYSE-listed business process outsourcing provider

GSFSGROUP NAMES
KOENIG PRESIDENT
HOUSTON — F&I products, training, and reinsurance provider GSFSGroup (div. The Friedkin Group)
has named Guy Koenig president.

DEPT: ON THE MOVE

FANG NAMED VP AND GM
OF DEALERTRACK DMS
SALT LAKE CITY — Dealertrack
announced the appointment of
Cox Automotive and industry veteran Mandi Fang to vice president
and general manager of Dealertrack DMS. Fang brings more than
15 years of executive leadership
experience in the automotive retail
industry to her new role, spanning
product management, innovation,
sales, and management of strategic
accounts.
“At both Dealertrack DMS and Cox
Automotive at large, our commitment to putting the dealer front and center drives every decision we make
— starting with our leadership,” said Randy Kobat, senior vice president
of Dealertrack DMS, vAuto, HomeNet Automotive, and Cox Automotive
Rebates & Incentives. “I am confident Mandi’s substantial breadth of experience and skills will position her to take our DMS business to the next
level with the dealership always in mind.”
Most recently, Fang spent five years in product management, leading the
ongoing development, growth and innovation of Cox Automotive’s new
and used vehicle inventory management, merchandising, and DMS solutions for dealers and OEMs. In 2016, she was recognized as one of Auto
Remarketing’s Women in Remarketing and received the Spirit of Leadership Award from Women’s Automotive Association International.
“It’s an honor to take on this new leadership role at Dealertrack DMS,
where we don’t just talk about being dealer-centric, we deliver,” said Fang.
“Working closely with Randy and the rest of the leadership team, we will
continue to partner with dealers to provide the open and transparent solutions they need to drive business and protect their bottom line.”

A licensed attorney and 20-year
F&I industry veteran, Koenig most
recently served as president of AFG
Companies/CareGard
Warranty
Services Inc. Prior to his role at
AFG, Koenig served as chief strategic officer for AMT Warranty Corp.,
a subsidiary of AmTrust Financial
Services, and director of business
development and operations for
General Fidelity Insurance Co., a Bank of America subsidiary.

NAE/NWAN PROMOTES NELSON TO VP
STRONGSVILLE, Ohio — National Automotive Experts and NWAN Inc.
announced the promotion of Ryan Nelson to vice president of business development. Nelson has served as national sales manager of NAE/NWAN and
has been part of the company for close to three years. Prior to NAE/NWAN,
he held leadership positions at Spencer Capital, Cunningham Lindsey, and
Zurich North America.

“I am excited about the future of NAE/NWAN, as we have a lot of momentum heading into 2019 and beyond,” said Nelson. “When I started with NAE/
NWAN, I knew that the company offered me the opportunity to bring my
entrepreneurial spirit to a nimble and thriving company. The next few years
will be pivotal in the auto, RV, and powersports arena, and I am looking forward to driving our growth in those industries.”
“Every day, I look at the passion and drive that Ryan brings to our company
and know he is the perfect person to lead our business development team,”
said Kelly Price, CEO of NAE/NWAN. “It is a true honor to work with him.”

“Ryan has become an invaluable asset to our organization since joining the
company,” said David Neuenschwander, president of NAE/NWAN. “He has
extensive experience in building and leading teams and his track record for
delivering results is unmatched. Ryan makes us better and will get us where
we want to go.”

BE PART OF P&A MAGAZINE!
Have a topic you want
to see covered?
Interested in becoming
one of our expert
contributors?
We want to hear from you!

“I look forward to building upon the strong foundation my predecessors
have laid, and to better understand our challenges and opportunities as
we work together as one team to meet our clients’ needs and take GSFSGroup to even greater heights,” said Koenig.

E-mail kspatafora@mgigmedia.com for more information.
VISIT WWW.PROVIDERS-ADMINISTRATORS.COM FOR UP TO DATE INDUSTRY NEWS.
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Digital F&I Is in a Race Against Time
By: Tariq Kamal
P&A caught up with Axiom’s Michael
Reth following his presentation at the
inaugural Technology Challenge.
Industry Summit 2018 featured the first-ever Technology Challenge, an opportunity for 10 specially selected companies to
demonstrate the latest in digital sales and F&I. Among them was
Axiom, represented by President and CEO Michael Reth. P&A
caught with Reth to get his thoughts on the event, his competitors, and whether customer demand is outpacing the industry’s
technological advancement.
P&A: Michael, why
did you participate in the
Technology Challenge?

P&A: Do you believe interest in digital sales and F&I solutions among dealers is growing fast enough for the market?
Reth: Research and statistics show that consumers are demanding change in every step of the automotive buying experience. The digital transformation of the automotive industry is
happening right now, and we are taking advantage of that as
technology providers. These are unprecedented times that call
for an actionable strategy.
Axiom is unique in
that we are industry people, building
technology
solutions that meet the
imperative
needs
for dealers and administrators alike.
I think this is an important distinction. We are not presuming
to understand the industry and force software on the market.
Many of our employees have been in automotive retail, F&I
sales and training, BDC, digital marketing, and F&I administration in previous roles. Leaning on this experience and willingness to embrace new methodologies means we are working on
adding value, in addition to solving the technology demands of
our industry.

We want to be the voice of encouragement
as we bridge the virtual relationship
between the dealer and consumer.

Reth: Axiom is building a transformative roadmap of success for our clients and their customers in an evolving automotive market. The
automotive industry has been slow to modify their processes to
meet the needs of the customer during the F&I transaction. Predominately, we have conducted business in the same fashion as
we did almost 20 years ago. Technology is at our core in all aspects of how we go to market, whether it be with hardware, software, new technology in vehicles, or how we engage dealers,
customers, or even IoT providers. Our mission is to strike the
perfect balance between traditional protection products and
technology integration, ultimately meeting the demands of today’s modern consumer.
P&A: What separated Axiom from the other competing
companies?

Reth: We believe that our active and tangible technology
answers the modern needs of consumers that do not currently
exist in the automotive landscape. For example, COVI, Axiom’s
customer-facing engagement platform, can be downloaded in
the Apple store and utilized by our consumer base immediately.
COVI connects the vehicle, dealer, and product coverage in a
functional mobile solution. We have carefully designed each
platform with a specific mission to address the larger digital
transformation happening in our industry. We have only
scratched the surface and are excited to share what’s next.
P&A: Were you impressed by any other presentations?
Reth: Darwin Automotive is answering the customer’s demands for a digitized personal buying experience. I hear direct
feedback from our dealer partners about their experience with
Darwin and their platform. This great solution is directed by in-
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novative management, and on a transactional level, their solutions are very functional and user-friendly. I was impressed with
all the participants in their willingness to share their ideas about
moving this industry into the modern age.

P&A: What’s next for your company?
Reth: Axiom wants to take an active thought leadership
position in the digital transformation of the F&I industry. Over
the past year, we have invested heavily in the future of automotive technology, building a team dedicated to the execution of
tech initiatives here in the U.S., Canada, Australia, UK, and Eastern Europe. Our in-house, full-stack development team has created SaaS- and PaaS-based, enterprise-level solutions that can
be customized and packaged for administrators, insurance companies, and large dealer groups. Building integrated software
solutions at the highest level promotes a more stable environment to cultivate our tech initiatives worldwide.
P&A: What are you hearing from users and end users?
Reth: Daily, we have dealers, agents, and customers asking us how we continually address and execute on new technology strategies. Whether it is a point of integration with a menu
or how to more effectively communicate with their customers,
we know there is not a one-size-fits-all solution for every dealership out there. We are willing to take the journey together,
figure out what works, and what doesn’t.
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